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ABSTRACT

Background and purpose: MR-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) allows real-time beam-gating to compensate for intra-fractional target position variations. This study investigates the dosimetric impact of beam-gating and the impact of PTV margin on prostate coverage for prostate cancer patients treated with online-adaptive MRgRT.

Materials and methods: 20 consecutive prostate cancer patients were treated with online-adaptive MRgRT SBRT with 36.25 Gy in 5 fractions (PTV D95% ≥ 95% (N = 5) and PTV Dmax ≥ 100% (N = 15)). Sagittal 2D cine MRIs were used for gating on the prostate with a 3 mm expansion as the gating window. We computed motion-compensated dose distributions for (i) all prostate positions during treatment (simulating non-gated treatments) and (ii) for prostate positions within the gating window (gated treatments). To evaluate the impact of PTV margin on prostate coverage, we simulated coverage with smaller margins than clinically applied both for gated and non-gated treatments. Motion-compensated fraction doses were accumulated and dose metrics were compared.

Results: We found a negligible dosimetric impact of beam-gating on prostate coverage (median of 0.00 Gy for both D95% and Dmax). For 18/20 patients, prostate coverage (D95% ≥ 100%) would have been ensured with a prostate-to-PTV margin of 3 mm, even without gating. The same was true for all but one fraction.

Conclusion: Beam-gating has negligible dosimetric impact in online-adaptive MRgRT of prostate cancer. Accounting for motion, the clinically used prostate-to-PTV margin could potentially be reduced from 5 mm to 3 mm for 18/20 patients.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Radiotherapy and Oncology 170 (2022) 205–212 This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

The standard dose prescription for external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) of prostate cancer has been 74–78 Gy in 1.8–2.0 Gy per fraction. However, during the last decade, randomized trials of dose-escalated EBRT (doses ≥ 75.6 Gy) [1], hypofractionation [2–6], focal boosting of the macroscopic tumour [7,8], and multiple and single-fractionation prostate stereotactic body radiotherapy [9] have changed the clinical practice. The increasing use of these hypofractionated regimens implies unprecedented demands on the accuracy of treatment delivery. For extreme hypofractionation (7–8 Gy per fraction), the ESTRO ACROP consensus guideline on the use of image guided radiation recommends monitoring and ideally tracking [10]. To date, only a few systems, such as electromagnetic transponder-based systems and single/stereoscopic kilovoltage imaging of implanted markers [11,12] allow continuous intra-fractional target monitoring. Recently introduced magnetic resonance linear accelerators (MR-linacs) allow for continuous target monitoring [13]. Furthermore, the MRIdian MR-linac [14] utilizes automated image-guided beam-gating for compensation of intra-fractional target position uncertainties.

Electromagnetic transponder-based systems such as the Calypso system have been shown to improve the dosimetric accuracy of prostate stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) in phantom studies, for gating [15], couch tracking [15–17], and multileaf collimator tracking [15,17]. De Roover et al. [15] applied three motion traces to two SBRT treatments, planned with focal boost according to the hypo-FLAME trial [8]. They showed that couch tracking, MLC tracking, and beam-gating with Calypso were all able to compensate for prostate rotation, improving dosimetric accuracy. Of the
three, gating achieved the best organs at risk (OAR) sparing. Colvill et al. [18] employed an in-house dose reconstruction approach to evaluate the potential dosimetric impact of gating and MLC tracking for 20 fractions belonging to five prostate cancer patients receiving conventionally fractionated radiotherapy. They found that both gating and MLC tracking could improve target dose coverage for a small number of individual fractions. Kontaxis et al. [19] and Menten et al. [20] both reconstructed the dose for five prostate cancer patients treated on an Elekta Unity MR-linac. In both studies, the real-time MR images (MRIs) were not used for beam-interruption nor motion mitigation but for retrospective dose reconstruction only.

MR-guided beam-gated radiotherapy, as implemented in the MRIdian MR-linac [14], is offering marker-free non-invasive gating on the prostate. However, according to a recent review [21], there is no current research establishing the dosimetric impact of beam-gating for MR-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) for hypofractionated prostate cancer. In this retrospective study on 20 patients with prostate cancer, we investigate the dosimetric impact of beam-gating in online-adaptive MRgRT SBRT. Furthermore, we explore whether the clinically used prostate-to-PTV margin could have been reduced while still retaining the prescription dose to the prostate, implying tangible benefits for the patients in terms of reduced dose to healthy tissue.

Materials and methods

Patients

This study includes all prostate cancer patients (N = 20), treated from the commissioning of the MR-linac in April 2019 until June 2021. The inclusion criteria were SBRT with 5 fractions of 7.25 Gy, treated with online-adaptive MRgRT in all fractions with automated beam-gating based on sagittal cine MRIs acquired at 4 frames per second (FPS) and a gating window that was defined as a 3 mm margin from the prostate (Fig. 1). All patients were treated with step-and-shoot intensity-modulated radiotherapy. The prostate-to-PTV-margin was 3 mm posteriorly and 5 mm in all other directions. For 15 patients the coverage criterion was that 95% of the PTV should receive at least 36.25 Gy (D95% ≥ 95%). All other planning objectives and dose constraints are provided in Table S1 in Supplementary file 1. Patients were treated with daily plan adaptation, including daily correction of the prostate structure, on a MRI-dian MR-linac (ViewRay Inc., Mountain View, CA) [14] and immobilized using a knee and ankle fixation. On a sagittal slice of the pretreatment volumetric MRI, we delineated the prostate as the automated beam-gating target, and a 3 mm margin around the prostate was defined as the gating window. We allowed 5% of the target to be outside the gating window for the beam to remain on (label target in). In contrast, if more than 5% of the target was detected outside the 3 mm gating window, the MRIdian system provided the label target out and a beam off was triggered. Before treatment delivery, a preview cine MRI is acquired. Subsequently, the system selects a key frame among the preview cine frames. It does so by performing deformable image registration (DIR) of a number of preview frames to the sagittal slice of the volumetric pretreatment MRI that was used for delineating the target. Automated beam-gating during treatment is based on deformations of the target between treatment cine frames and the key frame. The tracking algorithm for automated beam-gating has been described in detail by Green et al. [22]. In the event of substantial or prolonged movement of the prostate outside of the gating window, the treatment was interrupted at the discretion of the clinical staff. Such movement was typically caused by bladder or rectum filling after the acquisition of the daily MRI. In case of rapid gas passages in the rectum, the treatment could be paused and resumed without repeating the online-adaptive workflow. In case of bladder filling or stationary rectum filling, the treatment was interrupted and a partial plan, consisting of the undelivered online-adapted plan, was generated by the MRIdian system. Thus, the patient was re-scanned and the remaining dose was delivered after correcting the position of the patient in 3D. The plan was not re-optimized and the dose was not recalculated before continuing treatment. However, after treatment, partially delivered fraction doses were automatically calculated on the pre-treatment volumetric MRIs and saved in the system together with the cine MRI. General consent for data use was available for all patients and ethics approval of the study was received (BASEC-2018-01794).

Motion-compensated dose calculation

We employed an in-house-developed script [23,34] written in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) to obtain the motion-compensated dose distributions (MCDD). The MRIdian tracking algorithm automatically detects the target structure on each frame of the cine MRI and saves the target and gating window outlines onto the frame [22]. Our in-house script extracts these outlines by color thresholding, computes the convex hull, and calculates the center of mass (COM) of the target with respect to that of the gating window. Also, the gating labels (”target in” or ”target out” of the gating window) are extracted for each frame. In reviewing an extensive number of treatment cine MRIs visually, we noticed that the target structure was occasionally incorrectly detected by the tracking algorithm and propagated away from the prostate and outside the gating window, e.g. into the bladder. In these frames the correlation between the visually observed position of the prostate on the cine MRIs and the position of the tracking structure was low and the system erroneously judged the prostate outside the gating window. The opposite, i.e. that the prostate would be outside of the gating window on the cine MRIs but the tracking structure would be inside the gating window, was not observed in manual review. Thus, all cine frames, where the target COM was labeled outside the gating window, were analyzed systematically. In case the tracking structure was judged erroneous, we linearly interpolated the COM of the preceding and succeeding correctly tracked frames to replace the COM of the incorrectly tracked frames. Subsequently, the script generated a 2D weight map of positions in superior-inferior (SI) and anterior-posterior (AP) directions with 1 mm resolution. Interrupted fractions were
included in the analysis by combining the motion traces from all partially delivered fractions into one. Thus, we obtained one weight map for motion during beam-on (residual motion) and another weight map including motion both during beam-on and beam-off (total motion). In order to obtain sagittal 2D MCDDs, these weight maps were used to shift and sum the daily planned static 3D dose distributions from the MRIdian system.

**Dose accumulation of motion-compensated fraction doses**

In order to evaluate the effect of motion in the sagittal plane on the whole treatment, we accumulated the five daily MCDDs using DIR. Daily MCDDs for residual motion and total motion, as well as the planned static dose, were accumulated. In hope of making the conclusions based on dose accumulations insensitive to the choice of DIR algorithm, we used five different DIR algorithms. Three of the algorithms depended on user input for the initial fusion of the moving and fixed image in MIM (MIM Software Inc, Cleveland, OH). The MIM algorithms included one intensity-based (from now on called MIM Intensity-based), one contour-based (MIM Contour-based), and one hybrid (MIM Hybrid) algorithm (Piper JW, Richmond JH, Nelson AS, VoxAlign Deformation Engine, “Deformable Algorithms; 2018” [24]). Furthermore, we employed the Symmetric Image Normalization method [25] in Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS) using the default input parameters and a b-spline DIR from the Elastix [26,27] toolbox (from now on called Elastix). The parameters found for the Elastix parameter file were obtained by visual assessment of registration results. The final parameter file can be found in Supplementary file 1. The complete code for dose accumulation using ANTs and Elastix is available at GitHub [28]. All motion-compensated fraction doses were accumulated onto the pre-treatment simulation MR (MRSIM).

**Dosimetric impact of beam-gating**

To assess the homogeneity and conformity of the planned static dose distributions, the homogeneity index and the conformity index were calculated. The homogeneity index was defined as $V_{D95}$ divided by PTV $D_{95%}$, and the conformity index was defined as $V_{D95}$ (first five patients) or $V_{D100}$ (remaining 15 patients) divided by PTV volume. Furthermore, the daily MCDDs as well as accumulated MCDDs using all five algorithms were evaluated based on $D_{95%}$ and $D_{mean}$ to the prostate as well as for $D_{25}$ to the bladder and rectum. As part of the evaluation of the dose differences we performed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Additionally, to evaluate the impact of prostate-to-PTV margin on prostate coverage, we simulated continuously smaller margins by increasing the prostate size in the dose matrices. We generated four structures on the MRSM per patient by increasing the prostate isotropically by 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm and, subsequently, subtracting the rectum structure. These structures simulate a prostate-to-PTV margin of 4 mm, 3 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, respectively. The varying PTV coverage criteria ($D_{95%} \geq 36.25$ Gy ($N = 15$) and $D_{95%} \geq 34.44$ Gy ($N = 5$)) complicated this analysis. However, all 20 patients could be included by setting these doses equal to 100% and evaluating the prostate coverage ($D_{95%}$) in relative dose. We evaluated the coverage of all five PTV margins for daily MCDDs and accumulated MCDDs incorporating residual motion, total motion, as well as no motion (planned static dose).

**Quality assurance of the deformable image registration**

We assessed the quality of the DIRs underlying the dose accumulations by computing the dice similarity coefficient (DSC) between the daily delineated prostate structure transformed to the fixed image and the prostate structure delineated on the fixed image. DSC is given as two times the volume where the contours assessed overlap, divided by their combined volume [29]. DSC was chosen since it is the most commonly reported metric in literature, intuitive, albeit a crude measure of correctness [30]. For the three DIR algorithms in MIM, we evaluated the DSC in MIM. For ANTs and Elastix we converted the prostate structure from DICOM format to a mask using an in-house-developed script [31]. Subsequently, we transformed the mask from the moving image to the fixed image using the transformations generated in ANTs and Elastix using in-house developed scripts [28]. Finally, DSC was computed using MedPy (version 0.4.0) between the mask on the fixed image and the transformed mask. In the evaluation of differences in DSCs, we performed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.

**Results**

For 21 fractions of 13 patients, the dose delivery was interrupted manually. The mean ± SD (mm) COM translations with respect to the COM of the gating window was 0.0 ± 1.0 for the total AP motion, 0.4 ± 1.1 for the total SI motion, 0.0 ± 1.0 for the residual AP motion, and 0.4 ± 1.1 for the residual SI motion. The proportion of cine frames for each patient where the prostate structure was outside the gating window (labeled “target out”) ranged between 0.0% and 15.9% (Fig. 2). The median proportion of real prostate motion and tracking error was 0.3% (range 0.0% to 13.0%) and 0.9% (range 0.0% to 7.7%), respectively. Patient 12 had the highest proportion of frames with tracking errors (7.7%) and the worst prostate coverage in the initial plan. The main cause of tracking errors was poor image quality and sudden intensity changes in the cine MRIs.

The median homogeneity index of the planned static plans was 1.08 (range 1.07 to 1.09) for the first five patients, and 1.04 (range 1.04 to 1.06) for the remaining 15 patients. The median conformity index was 1.23 (range 1.07 to 1.25) for the first five patients, and 1.15 (range 1.09 to 1.29) for the remaining 15 patients.

We are only presenting dose accumulation results obtained with the MIM Hybrid algorithm in the main text. This algorithm agrees with the rest of the algorithms regarding the dosimetric impact of gating on prostate coverage (Fig. 3A and Fig. S1 in Supplementary file 1) and gives median results in the PTV margin simulation (Fig. 4 and Fig. S4 in Supplementary file 1). Differences between accumulated MCDDs of residual and total motion were of negligible magnitude for all dose metrics assessed (Table 1 and blue symbols in Fig. 3). The same was true for accumulated MCDDs of residual motion compared to planned static dose (Table 1 and orange symbols in Fig. 3). The largest difference in $D_{95%}$ and $D_{mean}$ between residual accumulated MCDDs and planned static doses was observed for patient 12 (0.4 Gy and 0.2 Gy, respectively). Dose accumulations with the four other DIR algorithms agreed with the results for MIM Hybrid that there is a negligible dosimetric impact on prostate $D_{95%}$ coverage (Fig. S1 in Supplementary file 1). There was a small median decrease in bladder and rectum $D_{25}$ for gated treatments compared to planned static dose (Table 1 and orange symbols in Fig. 3C and D). Regarding daily MCDDs, differences between residual MCDDs on the one hand and total motion MCDDs or planned static dose on the other hand were negligible (Table 1 and Fig. S2 and Fig. S3 in Supplementary file 1).

Accounting only for motion, prostate-to-PTV margin simulations showed that 18 of 20 patients would have received a prostate $D_{95%}$ coverage above 100% of the prescription dose with a margin of 3 mm, instead of the clinically used margin of 5 mm, even without gating (Fig. 4). This was true for 20, 19, 18, and 17 patients according to MIM Contour-based, MIM Intensity-based, ANTs, and Elastix.
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Fig. 2. Proportion of frames with target labelled “target out”. Dark grey indicates frames where the prostate was visually assessed to be within the tracking gating window (i.e. tracking error). Light grey indicates frames visually assessed as real prostate motion.

Fig. 3. Dosimetric evaluation of the impact of beam-gating. Motion-compensated dose accumulations incorporating residual prostate motion versus motion-compensated dose accumulations incorporating total prostate motion (blue) and versus the accumulated planned static dose (orange) for (A) prostate D95%, (B) prostate mean dose, (C) bladder D2%, and (D) rectum D2%. The dose accumulations were performed with the MIM hybrid algorithm.
respectively (Fig. S4|1 in Supplementary file 1) and for 99 of 100 delivered fractions (Fig. S5 in Supplementary file 1). With a 3 mm margin, fraction 2 for patient 12 was the only fraction with a prostate D95% lower than 100% (Fig. S5 in Supplementary file 1). This fraction had the largest proportion of tracking errors and the cine MRIs are dominated by radiofrequency spike artifacts, poor image contrast, and sudden changes in gray value intensities, making the tracking of the prostate inaccurate.

For the patient with the highest proportion of frames with real motion during treatment (patient 9), a 1 mm prostate-to-PTV margin would still have sufficed to ensure a prostate D95% above 100% (Fig. S5 in Supplementary file 1).

Discussion

Due to superior soft tissue contrast, real-time monitoring, and automated real-time beam-gating, MR-linac systems could potentially improve accuracy in dose delivery [13,32]. This would, in turn, enable PTV margin reductions with the benefits of lowering dose to OARs or allowing higher doses to the tumor [13,32]. Nevertheless, this study is the first to evaluate the potential dosimetric impact of beam-gating in MRgRT of prostate cancer. This study suggests that treating prostate cancer with online-adaptive MRgRT in five fractions or more on a MRIdian machine prescribed with a PTV coverage of D95%/C21 ≥100% of the prescription dose and with a clinical prostate-to-PTV margin of 3 mm posteriorly and 5 mm in the remaining directions is safe, both with and without gating. Furthermore, our study indicates that the clinically used PTV margin could potentially be reduced to a 3 mm expansion of the prostate and still secure D95%/C21 ≥100%. According to our PTV margin simulation (Fig. 4 as well as Fig. S4, and Fig. S5 in Supplementary file 1), there is little coverage difference between applying the gating window settings used in this study (3 mm, 5%) and not gating at all for all PTV margins assessed. Thus, relaxing the clinically employed gating window settings for the patients in this study would not have affected the conclusion regarding PTV margin or the impact
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Fig. 5. Prostate DVHs incorporating residual motion for different PTV margins for two example patients. A) The patient with the largest proportion of frames with real motion (patient 9), and B) the patient with the poorest planned prostate coverage (patient 12). The intersection of the dashed lines indicates the clinical prescription dose to the prostate ($D_{95\%} \geq 36.25\text{ Gy}$). The accumulations were performed with the MIM Hybrid algorithm.

The effect of tightening the gating windows settings (below 3 mm, 5%) on prostate coverage and on necessary PTV margins remains an open question.

In this study, a negligible dosimetric impact of beam-gating (residual intrafraction motion versus total motion) on prostate $D_{95\%}[\text{Gy}]$ of 0.00 (-0.03 to 0.10), expressed as median (range) of 100 treatment fractions, was found. This appears to be in contradiction with De Roover et al. [15]. They reported that gating improved CTV $D_{95\%}[\%]$ with median (range) 0.8 (-2.7 to 5.1). However, two of the three traces employed by De Roover et al. [15] contained 2D shifts above 2 mm for 60% and 80% of the treatment time, respectively, and one of the traces contained 2D shifts above 6 mm for more than 40% of the time. Thus, these experimentally employed traces contain more movement than the mean ± SD (mm) COM translations of 0.0 ± 1.0 (AP) and 0.4 ± 1.1 (SI) observed for the 100 real treatment fractions analyzed in this study. Colvill et al. [18] found that motion in one fraction reduced coverage (CTV $D_{99\%}$) with more than 19% without gating compared to below 4% when gating was applied. However, the 20 motion traces employed by Colvill et al. [18] were all hand-picked either because they contained a certain type of intrafractional prostate motion ($N=6$) or because they displayed high mean prostate displacement ($N=13$). Thus, Colvill et al. [18], concludes that gating is unlikely to influence the overall treatments for most conventionally fractionated prostate treatments. Our results show that the same can be concluded for online-adapted MR-guided prostate SBRT with online monitoring.

We found negligible coverage increases in terms of prostate $D_{95\%}$ for MCDDs compared to planned static dose, with a median absolute increase of 0.14 Gy and 0.03 Gy for daily and accumulated MCDDs, respectively. These numbers apply both to residual and total MCDDs compared to planned static dose. This increase in coverage when motion is incorporated could possibly be due to prostate motion in the anterior direction, away from the rectum, where the PTV margin was the smallest. Other studies have found coverage decreases for MCDDs compared to planned static dose. Kontaxis et al. [19] and Menten et al. [20] both reconstructed dose for five prostate cancer patients treated on an Elekta Unity MR-linac. They found average CTV coverage decreases between MCDDs
and planned static dose of 2.2% (D_{99%}) and 1.1 Gy (D_{98%}), respectively. Our study found small decreases in near-maximum (D_{2%}) doses to the bladder and rectum both for daily and accumulated MCDs compared to planned static dose. Both Kontaxis et al. [19] and Menten et al. [20] agreed that the near-maximum dose to the rectum decreases comparing MCDs to planned static dose. This decrease is probably due to the blurring of the high dose areas accomplished by motion. Menten et al. [20] agreed with our study in finding small differences in near-maximum doses to the bladder when motion was accounted for. However, Kontaxis et al. [19] reported an increase in average near-maximum dose to the bladder of 1.6%. As opposed to both studies, our study did not incorporate timestamped data of intrac parameters in the dose reconstruction, as this is not available in the MRIdian system. On the other hand, our study utilized interfraction dose accumulation, which was not attempted in either of the aforementioned studies.

A limitation of this study is that the automatic tracking of the prostate by the MRIdian system occasionally failed to provide reliable positions of the prostate during treatment. The main reasons for tracking failure were spike artifacts, poor image contrast, and sudden changes in gray value intensities. We tried to reduce the impact of poor tracking by manually replacing cine frames for which we visually assessed that the prostate position was wrongly labeled as outside the gating window. Another limitation is that our study did not take prostate motion in the left–right direction into account. However, several studies have found that motion in the SI and AP directions are significantly larger than in the left–right direction [33] and thus we assume that the largest prostate motions for these patients were considered. Regarding safety margins, there are more uncertainties than intrafractional motion that will influence them. However, according to the ESTRO ACROP consensus guideline on the use of image guided radiation therapy for localized prostate cancer [10], only intrinsic uncertainties of the image-guided radiotherapy system (0.5–1.5 mm, 1SD) and intrafraction residual errors remain when real-time prostate tracking is used. As a result, they recommend a range of prostate-to-PTV margins between 2 and 4 mm as plausible for prostate-only EBRT in five fractions using real-time prostate tracking. This is in agreement with the 3 mm prostate-to-PTV margin found in this study. However, the impact of motion on prostate coverage, and thus also on the necessary safety margins, is dependent on the conformity of the planned static dose. This partly explains why the prostate coverage for patient 9 (planned static dose conformity index 1.29) is more robust against motion than the prostate coverage for patient 12 (planned static dose conformity index 1.09), see Fig. 5. One should bear in mind that our prostate-to-PTV margin simulation, accomplished by increasing the prostate structure in the motion-compensated dose distributions, is presumably more conservative than a full replanning on multiple PTV margins. First, treatment planning to a smaller PTV implies less compromises with the rectum, implying better prostate coverage in the posterior direction. Second, treatment planning based on a small PTV implies less beam divergence and thus higher conformity than treatment planning on a larger PTV. Thus, it appears safe to reduce margins for these patients, in order to achieve benefits in terms of lower dose to nearby healthy tissue.

Conclusion

Beam-gating has negligible dosimetric impact in online-adaptive MRgRT of prostate cancer over five or more fractions. Delivering online-adaptive MRgRT SBRT of prostate cancer on the MR-linac was assessed safe with the PTV margins used clinically. For 18 out of 20 patients, the clinically used prostate-to-PTV margin of 5 mm could potentially have been reduced to 3 mm while still retaining 95% coverage of the prescription dose even without the beam-gating.
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